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landings of 404 species followed by Kerala with 366
species. The least number of species landed was 69
in Goa. The Fished Taxa Diversity in terms of the
number of species per kilometer coast is high for
West Bengal and Goa and is the lowest for Gujarat.
The average taxonomic distinctness DELTA+ was
found maximum for Gujarat and minimum for
Puducherry. Based on DELTA+ values we can classify
the maritime states and union territories into
different groups namely Gujarat having the highest
value as the first group, Damen & Diu, Kerala and
Maharashtra as the second group, West Bengal and
Karnataka as the third group, Tamil Nadu, Odisha,
Goa and Andhra Pradesh as the fourth group and
Puducherry the last group. From the funnel plot of
Fig 1. Bar chart showing the distribution of 667 species
landed along the Indian coast during 2012
according to the number of states/UTs in which
they were found landed
Fig 2. Funnel plot showing the taxonomic distinctness of
different maritime states/UTs in India based on
fished taxa in 2012 (WB: West Bengal, OR: Odisha,
AP: Andhra Pradesh, TN: Tamil Nadu, PO: Puducherry,
KL: Kerala, KA: Karnataka, GO: Goa, MH:
Maharashtra, GJ: Gujarat and DD: Damen & Diu)
DELTA+ against number of species (Fig-2) this
classification is visible and only Gujarat falls outside
the funnel. This indicates that compared to other
states/UTs the species that are landed in Gujarat
are not closely related as may be the case with
Tamil Nadu having maximum number of species
landed but low DELTA+. When we examine the
variation in taxonomic distinctness LAMBDA+ it can
be seen that Gujarat has high LAMBDA+ value than
that of Tamil Nadu which supports the above
observation.
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It was noticed that about 80 to 100 gillnetters
from this region have been engaged for mini purse
seine operation from October to February every
year and 2 to 3 cylinder boats with 24 to 45 Hp are
used for this operation at a depth of 8 to 15 m.
Deployed towards NW direction, 8 to 15 km away
from the landing centre the vessels fetch 3 to 5
tons of S. longiceps catch every day with 2-3 hauls
in Jiwna and Bharadkhol-Divegar landing centres.
This year mini purseseine operation was noticed
up to the month of April and there are still 10 to 15
mini purse seines under regular operation.
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Oil sardine catch reported by mini purseseine operation at Jiwna landing centre
Since the fish catch is low while using other
kind of nets, many fishermen from this region are
attracted towards this type of fishing activities that
fetch good income during these months. The
rate at the landing centre for oil sardine was ` 10
to 12.
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Heavy catches of barred seer fish,
Scomberomorus commerson was observed at
Chintapalli fishing village, 67 km north of
Visakhapatnam on the night of 24-01-2013. The fish
were caught by motorized crafts operated at depth
of 50-60 m by hook and lines using sardines as bait.
The total landing estimated on that day was 1200
kg.  The length of the fish ranged from 85 - 153 cm
FL and weight from 7.4 - 28 kg. Landings were
brought to Visakhapatnam fishing harbour and being
a high valued fish, fetched a price of ` 410/kg.
Normally these fish are purchased by local
middlemen, which they ice pack and transport to
Chennai from where it is repacked and exported to
Hong Kong, fetching a price of $ 12.5/kg. If proper
infrastructure facilities are provided at subsidized
rates to the fishermen/ fishermen societies for
processing these high valued fish, with air
connection from Vizag to Southeast Asian countries,
their income may increase substantially.
Individual Seer Fish weighing 28 kg
